Peer counsellors’
Tips For All
Due

to coronavirus

Feel stressed, Depressed, Anxious?
Take Break From News
Reframe Our Thinking
Do Prevention
Different Activities at Home
Emotion Regulation
Seek Help from counsellor
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During this difficult time,
you might experience different types of emotions
include feeling anxious, stressed, angry,
sadness…Especially……
1.After reading news about the virus
2.After tracking the numbers of people infected
3.After receiving numerous emails from your professor about
readings, assignments and projects
4.After receiving whatsapp messages from your group mates on
projects & presentations
5.After not having a quiet place to listen to your live lectures or to
study

YOU ARE NOT ALONE
Just remember,
after the storm comes the rainbow.
Let's all patiently wait for the rainbow to arrive.

Till then, Take care of each other
and take care of your BOTH
Mental and Physical Health.
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What Can we DO?

Too Many News…
Too Many Fake News & Message…

Take Break
From News
During this period, there are tens of thousands of news and updates.

‘Ding!’ ‘Ding Ding!’ ‘Ding Ding Ding!’
I am very tired to receive these messages.

Then, why not take a break first?
---Get a tea break without TV, news and whatsapp---

Rest, Sleep, Play, Eat, Music, Work??!!
---No matter what you like to do,
just leave them for a while if you are negatively influenced---

Also, Beware of Fake News!
No more Toilet paper after this month? Many Cases in school?

Don't be too frightened and trust every message!

Maintain healthy lifestyle, keep clam
and avoid fake news trap
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What Can we DO?

I AM STUCK INSIDE - ->
I CAN FINALLY FOCUS ON MY HOME &
MYSELF

Reframe Our
Thinking
Due to the virus, we should maintain social distance and
stay at home, study at home, work from home, eat at home…
Maybe you will feel stuck, depressed…
However, it is also a GOLDEN CHANCE to stay home and
refocus your attention from external to internal.
You can do what you would like to do in previous days –
you can spend more time to rest, to sleep, to tidy up, to develop interests,
to rethink the goal in your lives, to be with family…
If you have thought over and over,
but still you feel: No!! It is a nightmare to stay at home.
It is terrible, uncontrollable and stressful
to maintain this social distance.
Then, you can try the activities we suggested in the following
OR talk with your family/friends/counsellors
about your situation and feelings.
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What Can we DO?

Many things seem
uncontrollable…
Seems nothing can be done…

Do

Prevention
The epidemic let us know how dwarf human beings might be.

But still, there are something that we can do to make the situation better. Instead
of counting on things that are out of our control, why don’t we try to figure out
what is controllable & which we can do better?
1.Having good hygiene habits
Being hygienic can help minimizing our risk of infection. Wash your hands and do the
cleaning more frequently already help a lot.
2.Wearing a mask
This small but significant step can help us with preventing ourselves and our loved
ones from being affected by the disease.
3.Social distancing
The term social distancing seems quite common nowadays.
Reducing gatherings today, there will be more happy moments
4.……
There are still a lot of things that is controllable during this outbreak of
the coronavirus. Let’s focus on the things that we can have control on, do our
best to help ourselves and our loved ones to make it through. waiting for us
in the future after we win this fight.
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What Can we DO?

A lot can be done!

Activities
At Home
We seemed to have a long holiday at home. What could be done?
We can do something we don’t have time to do.
OR If you don’t have any hobbies/interests, or you just don’t know what
to do, Consider the activities we suggest below, and it may provide you
some ideas to let you have a good time at home!
Watch a good movie with your family.
You might have spent most of your times with your friends but never went
to cinema with your mom and dad, then this would be a good chance for
you to pick up a good movie from internet and enjoy it with your family.
Learn to bake or cook something you like.
You may not go out and have some delicious food such as cake or drinks
during this time, then how about try to make it by yourself?
plenty of tutorials &cook guide online！you will find them interesting!
Tackle a home improvement job.
Is there an area of your home that you've long been wanting to fix up or
do some changes? Now is the time to take that project on. You may install
some shelves for to create a reading nook or hang a gallery wall.
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Do a puzzle (jigsaw).
Purchase a puzzle such as jigsaws from a store in our area/
online shop to challenge yourself and keep your mind active.
You will get great sense of achievement after you finish it.
Do some arts or crafts.
Paint something with any tools you have or you like.
Do crafts such as building miniatures, paper folding or knitting. You may
get tools from an online store or a store in your area.
Play music.
Music is a good way for you to relax! If you have an instrument at home
why not try to learn how to play it? Or if you can play an instrument then
now is the time to practice it or learn to play a new song. Don’t have one?
Have a think about trying to sing or just enjoy listening to music! You’ll
find it cool!
Learn a new computer skills.
Computer skills such as Excel, programming or video editing will
all be helpful for your future study or career. Take this time to
learn about some basic knowledge at least.
Learn a new language.
If you've got spare time, this could be the perfect opportunity to
learn a new language! There are lots of places to learn a language
online!
Write something.
Writing is a good way to express yourself. Think yourself as an author, try
to write some movie or article review, or even a story or a poetry, or just
write down anything on your mind.
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What Can we DO?
Being Bored, feel sad, powerless…
Having no power to complete the homework …

Emotion Regulation
Strategies
Despite roaring like Wu-si-fu at home, we can play Laughter Yoga and Mindfulness
at home to make yourself calm & make you stay focused.

So, what is Laughter Yoga?
You can clap your hands and laugh while playing Laughter Yoga, with yourself
stretching. The brain can’t recognise whether you are having a true or fake laugh. If
we laugh more, we will be happier!A research shows that playing 15 minutes of
laughter yoga would equals to 15 minutes of aerobic exercise. It would help solving
the problem of Insomnia and depression. You will enjoy the laughter yoga if you
play it like a kid!
Laughter yoga is too noisy? you can consider to play mindfulness.
First, make yourself focused. Think of one object, e.g. the marshmallow. You
are eating marshmallow normally; you would eat it in one bite. However, this
time you can smell it first, or touch it. Before putting into your mouth, you
can dip with your lips. Put it in your mouth and to feel the textile of it. When
you are biting, you can feel the taste of it. Finally, you can push it into the
stomach.
We hope those solutions can help you..
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